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RECOVER
Directions for Use

LVT/Multi-Surface Stripper

Elevate Recover provides unmatched protection against
discoloration and removes multiple coats of metal interlock
acrylic floor finish. Recover is safe on LVT, sheet vinyl, rubber,
linoleum and most other low/No maintenance floors. This low
odor, no rinse stripper is easy to work with and is perfect for use
in all types of markets especially healthcare, education and
retail.
Features

Safe for LVT, sheet vinyl, linoleum, rubber and most all no/low
maintenance floors
Safely removes multiple coats of finish
Low Odor
Low pH
Available In

4 - 1 Gal. Bottles Item #168404-00

Recommended for top scrubbing or removing multiple coats of
water-based acrylic floor finish from luxury vinyl tile, rubber,
sheet vinyl, linoleum and other properly prepared hard surfaces.
Sweep or dust mop floor to remove any large debris. For initial
top scrub or light to medium stripping, dilute 12 oz. /gal. (1:10).
For heavy stripping, dilute 25 oz. /gal. (1:5) with cool water.
Apply solution liberally to floor surface. Allow 10 minutes contact
time. Be sure to keep surface wet at all times. Agitate with a low
speed rotary machine, automatic scrubber or stripping machine
with a maroon pad or similar. Pick up solution with a wet
vacuum, automatic scrubber or mop and bucket and thoroughly
rinse the floor. Note: On new or factory finished floors top scrub
floors with Recover and a maroon pad for best results. See
product page at www.betco.com for more information. Allow
floor to dry completely before applying finish or sealer. No flood
rinsing is necessary if surface appears free of dust and residue.
Please recycle empty container.
Tech Specs

Color (liquid)
Fragrance
pH
pH
Residue on evaporation
Specific gravity
Warranty

Water white
Citrus
7.0 - 8.5 pH at dilution
9.25 - 9.75 concentrate
None
0.99
2 years

